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the body into elementary shells. Let the equation of these surfaces be f(x,y,z)=*& Consider the shell bounded by the surfaces c and c + do. Let do- be an element of area at any point Q of the first surface, t the thickness of the shell; the volume of the corresponding element of the shell is then dv = tdcr. Let t be measured in the direction of magnetisation and let / be the intensity. The magnetism of the element dv is equivalent to that of a small magnet whose moment is Idv and whose axis is normal to the surface. The potential at any point P is Idv cos 0/-r, where T and 0 have the same meanings as in Art. 347.
Let da> be the solid angle subtended by dcr at P, then do-cos6/r*=tda) (Art. 26). The potential of the shell at P is therefore                 V=fldv cos 6/r* = fit dco.
Here the sign of da> follows that of cos 0. Let that side of dcr be called the positive side to which the direction of magnetisation points. Since ff is the angle QP makes with that axis, the solid angle dco is positive or negative according as P lies on the positive or negative side of the elementary area do:
Let P travel from a position I\ close to dcr on its positive side to a position P0 also close to dcr on its negative side, the journey be-ing made outside tin.1 (-It'incntary area. When P crosses the tangent plane to dcr at Home external point, the solid angle subtended at P changes from positive to negative. The solid un^lus at J\ and P2 are 2?r and -2?r, henco if we suppose P to travel from P., to 1\ through the element of area the solid angle is increased by 4?r.
351.    The product It is called the strength of the elementary shell at Q.    When the shell is such that the strength is everywhere the same the shell is called a simple magnetic; shell and the distribution of may net I sin is send to he lain Mar.    If the strength varies from point to point, the shell is called a complex magnetic shell and the distribution of magnetism is  said   to  be  complex lamellar.    Let It = <£.
352.    When the distribution of magnetism   is  lamellar the potential takes a simple  form.    Putting  (o  for  the whole solid angle subtended at P by any portion of the elementary shell, we find that the potential at P of that portion ia
V = fItdv = Jt(a.
It follows from this result that if two thin lamellar shells have the same rim and the positive sides arc turned the MUIW way. the potentials and therefore the forces at any point P are equal each, to each The dimensions of <p are those of potential.

